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Assignment number           

  
 Part 1 

Type of tutorial Written      

  
  
Overall Comments 
  
The submission presented a series of landscape images which present a coherent start to 

this module. Looking at the full set via a word document one can see a clear line of thought 

in terms of the subject matter and an application of a visually strong initial sequence. There 

is supporting text which serves to add further information giving the images some connection 

to place and to the subject of landscape and associated area of interest: erosion coastal 

change. 

  
Assessment potential 
  
I foresee no issues at this stage with your submission and would expect that upon submitting 
you would achieve a positive result in assessment. The first project is diagnostic so acts as a 
foundation for the module as a whole. 
  
Assignment 1 
  
You may want to get credit for your hard work and achievements with the OCA by 
formally submitting your work for assessment at the end of the module. More and more 
people are taking the idea of lifelong learning seriously by submitting their work for 
assessment but it is entirely up to you. We are just as keen to support you whether you 
study for pleasure or to gain qualifications. Please consider whether you want to put 
your work forward for assessment and let me know your decision when you submit 
Assignment 2. I can then give you feedback on how well your work meets the 
assessment requirements. 
  
 
  
 



 
Feedback on assignment 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of 
Creativity 
   
The presented images are all connected by the focus of the subject matter. In terms of the 

descriptive text one can see that the specifics of the subject matter are important to you. 

What will become clear as you progress is to consider the topic from your point of view as a 

photographer and how this might connect to any other area of interest. Areas such as 

ecology, environmentalism and sustainability may become something to research at this 

stage. A number of the images seem to be stronger than others, images 2 and 28  

  

are particularly significant. If you carefully look they have a very subtle ‘slope’ meaning that 

the idea of slippage seems to be embedded in the visual structure. Other images do clearly 

express kind of illustrations of coastal erosion etc. These two images seem to me to offer the 

greatest potential going forward. I’ll outline in the suggested reading section how these might 

be the start of a strand of research. 

 
 
 
Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity 
 
The development of texts and research is a good start, the interviews and list of potential 

themes should provide you with a rich area of activity. Keep a log and where possible think 

about some kind of visual mapping, perhaps keep a note book, fill it with walk routes, bus 

tickets etc. anything that you come across as you walk the coast path. The walk can be more 

that making the images, immerse yourself in the act of the walk and be sensitive to how you 

might collect other materials. 

 

 

 

 



 

Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
 

Reflectivity is clear in the text, there are a number of methodologies and explorations that 

you might develop with as you move forward, so looking at work which is landscape based 

will be key. However, given the subject matter further interest in geology and earth studies 

will also be key. Locate as many journals or way in which you can develop a deeper 

understanding of the systems of erosion that you are looking at. 

 
 
Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
  
Reflectivity is good but you should continue to explore how to connect other art forms such 

landscape genres, specifically Dutch Landscapes and Seascapes post 1600s. Any artworks 

of a contemporary nature are also an important area to develop, this might give you further 

comprehensive material for your body of work going forward. Collect as much as you can 

around the subject matter of erosion in general and in as many art forms as possible. 

https://www.english.ox.ac.uk/event/the-art-of-erosion 
 
 
Suggested reading/viewing 
Context 
 
http://katiepaterson.org/ 
 
Katie Paterson new participatory artwork looks at the UK’s eroding coastline. The latest 
touring project will involve events at 25 coastal art venues, with participants invited to sculpt 
beaches into thousands of mounds of sand based on five of the world's mountain ranges. 
 
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/killip-cottage-and-coastal-erosion-cranstal-bride-p20408 
This one of twenty-four black and white photographs in Tate’s collection from the British 
photographer Chris Killip’s series Isle of Man 1970–3. It clearly describes in its depiction 
the nature of entropy and erosion. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.english.ox.ac.uk/event/the-art-of-erosion
http://katiepaterson.org/
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/killip-cottage-and-coastal-erosion-cranstal-bride-p20408


Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
  

• Show more of the working processes, film sheets and contact sheets 

 

• Explore how newer technologies are might give you other way of seeing the 

subject. What happens if you search subjects connected to coastal 

communities, sea level rise etc. on Instagram or search the terms on twitter 

etc. 

 
 

 
Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: 
written or video/audio. 

  
 
 

Strengths Areas for development 

Chosen Subject Matter Explore other art forms such as painting 
and installation, land art. 

Developing a method of visual study and 
locations to explore further 

Keep a notebook for collection of 
material in the field. 

   

    
 

 
  

Tutor name  Andy Hughes 

Date 26 Oct 2019 

Next assignment due Mid-January 2020 

  
 


